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Equities up as US stimulus nears 

Markets continued to edge away from recent trends overnight. Recent trends toward softer equities, rising yields and 
USD strength all continued to come under pressure.  

Accordingly, major share indices were up across the board overnight. The Dow had lifted 1.42%, the S&P 500 had risen 
0.75% and the Nasdaq was up 0.21% as of the time of writing. Tech shares generally lagged their peers, whilst stocks more 
tied to the economic cycle – such as energy and financial services – typically outperformed. European indices were also up, 
with the exception of the UK FTSE. US bond yields edged lower in the aftermath of the latest Treasury auction (10Y: 
1.511%). European bond yields were similarly lower over the session. Commodity markets were mixed, with Brent crude 
edging down slightly but copper and iron ore sustaining their gains. 

Passage of the new US stimulus bill is imminent. The final vote on President Biden’s $1.9 trillion stimulus package is due in 
a matter of hours, with the measure highly likely to pass its final vote in the House of Representatives – four days before a 
number of key unemployment benefits expire. The other key development overnight was the latest Bank of Canada 
meeting, where it opted to continue its pace of asset purchases and reaffirmed its commitment to holding its policy rate 
until the inflation target is ‘sustainably achieved,’ in line with the typical central bank line of late. 

US inflation data for February was out overnight and came in broadly in line with expectations at +1.7%. Elsewhere on 
the inflation front, Feb data was also out in China yesterday. While the CPI eased 0.2% year-on-year (mkt: -0.3%), producer 
prices were up more than expected over the same period (+1.7% vs mkt: 1.5%), further fuelling global inflation 
expectations. 

Speaking yesterday, RBA’s Governor Lowe was keen to push back against recent moves in market pricing. “Over the past 
couple of weeks, market pricing has implied possible increases in the cash rate as early as late next year and then again in 
2023” Lowe said, followed by an emphatic “this is not an expectation we share.” The RBA has previously stepped up its 
bond buying over recent weeks, battling the reflation trade that’s roiled international markets. Analysts were closely 
watching the speech for hints on any changes to yield curve control, but Lowe reiterated the board will not make a 
decision on whether or not to move the three-year bond target to the November-24 bond until later in the year.  

Aussie bond yields were lower off the back of Governor Lowe’s comments. The dovish tilt saw the yield on the 3-year 
bond (the RBA’s benchmark) down below the bank’s 0.1% target for the first time in 2021, ending the day at 0.072% (10Y: 
1.229%). Similar themes were in play in the local market, with NZ bond yields lower across the board (10Y: 1.790%).  

Yesterday’s NZ electronic card transactions data showed border restrictions continue to crimp spending. Given February 
is usually the peak month for overseas tourism, a dip was expected, though the decline was a bit larger than forecast          
(-2.5% qoq vs mkt: -1%). Hospitality spending was particularly week, while durables spending remained resilient, in line 
with recent trends. All up, we expect relatively modest retail sales growth over the course of 2021 (circa 3%). 

FX Update: USD weakness was the theme overnight, lower against most of its G10 peers. The NZD and AUD were two of 
the better performers. All up, the NZD/USD lifted to around 0.7180, whilst the NZD/AUD was broadly unchanged around 
the 0.9297 mark.  

Day ahead: It’s relatively thin gruel on the data front today, with REINZ house sales data and food prices for February the 
only domestic releases. Things are a bit livelier overnight with the latest ECB meeting (policy settings are expected to 
remain unchanged). The latest US jobless claims are also out in the US (mkt: 725k). 
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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